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A BSTRACT: The demonstrator of fixed wing UAV is designed for visual detection, recognition, segmentation and tracking of cattle from the air. It will
help veterinarian doctors with remote determination of physiology state. Some
of challenges of visually tracking autonomous flying platform, that accurate
trajectory control has had so far, have been in certain instances avoidable. Full
simulator in SIMULINK was developed for a vehicle dynamics, sensors and
its guidance algorithms. Advanced approach for determination of platform attitude is used to enhance accuracy of guidance. Novel model-based control
and its algorithm for tuning are proposed and tested in the simulation and real
flight. Partial flight log data is compared to that of the proposed model and
it is shown that the model accurately replicates the true flight dynamics. The
strapped-down seeker model passes the deflections of the target from Line-ofSight to the autopilot. The results predict that the vehicle’s performance in
response to excessive roll, pitch and yaw is extremely sensitive to the quality
of guidance. The joint simulation model demonstrated was highly dependent
on failure of the seeker used for guidance due to oscillation at some degree of
the roll, pitch and yawing of the airframe.
K EY WORDS : fixed wing UAV, AHRS, complementary filter, model-based
control, visual tracking, flight simulation, and tandem aircraft.

1

I NTRODUCTION

CATLTR system is primarily designed to detect segment and track the cattle (further
the target will be used instead of cattle). The CATLTR is a small size fixed wing
platform, which is hand held launched. The introduction of system equipped with
two cameras daylight and infrared into the modern husbandry has given veterinarians
the ability remotely find a physiology state of cattle. The operating range is about
15 km and flight time is about an hour. Once the target field is identified into the map,
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the vehicle will fly autonomously to the field and will start loitering to identify the
cattle - target. The
needs
further operator
during flight
to lock
individual
Thevehicle
work
reported
hereinput
develops
a six
degree-of-freedom
(DOF)
object. By its nature, CATLTR system should use precision sensors (tactical grade)
the CATLTR vehicle. In addition, a guidance algorithm is devel
and guidance, but it was decided to use low-cost sensors and try to achieve best
flying
actual
aerodynamics
of the air
performance from
them.modes
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the goals
of thesystem.
research to The
investigate
lowcost attitude reference
heading
to meetseparately
the requirementtoforisolate
high precision
surfaces
aresystem
modeled
possible changes fro
guidance.
demonstrate their effects in simulation. Partial test flights of a CA
The work reported here develops a six degree-of-freedom (DOF) model [1–4]]
verify
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of thealgorithm
proposed
model
and guidance algorithm
of the CATLTR
vehicle.the
In addition,
a guidance
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to mimic
the flying modes
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system. The
airframe and con-that the orientatio
is ofroll
controlled
andaerodynamics
it is alsoof the
demonstrated
trol surfaces are
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separately
to
isolate
possible
changes
from
interaction and factor in its respo
down seeker around the airframe is a significant
demonstrate their effects in simulation. Partial test flights of a CATLTR are used to
verify the accuracy of the proposed model and guidance algorithms. The CATLTR is
BACKGROUND
roll controlled and it2.
is also
demonstrated that the orientation of the strapped-down
seeker around the airframe is a significant factor in its response to damage.

The system is a two parts tool consisting of a ground control
CATLTR vehicle. The CATLTR vehicle is a handheld launche
The system is a two-parts tool consisting of a ground control unit (GCS) and a
vehicle
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shown
in Fig.1
consists
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BACKGROUND

Fig. 1:
The geometry
CATLR.
Fig.1: The
geometry
ofofCATLR

Attitude Heading Reference System (AHRS) calculates the o
vehicle. The visual tracking system (VTS) or strapped-down seek
of two cameras daylight and IR. Both cameras have their ow
process the video stream and feed the autopilot with coordinates o
target to LoS and additional information. The two processors a
detection and segmentations of the target and on this stage; t
information about the detected “blobs”. Flight Control System
control surface commands. The GCS shows video streams fro
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Attitude Heading Reference System (AHRS) calculates the orientation of the vehicle. The visual tracking system (VTS) or strapped-down seeker module consists of
two cameras daylight and IR. Both cameras have their own processor who process
the video stream and feed the autopilot with coordinates of displacement of target
to LoS and additional information. The two processors are responsible for detection and segmentations of the target and on this stage; they exchange the information
about the detected “blobs”. Flight Control System (FLCS) generates control surface
commands. The GCS shows video streams from both on-board cameras is a control
unit used by the operator to lock the target or manually detect and identify targets.
Guidance is based on infrared and daylight seekers requiring the target to remain in
the squared area of interest around the line of sight (LOS). Moreover, to a LOS view
the seeker must have limited roll with respect to the target to maintain a lock with the
target. The first problem occurs when the seeker maintains view of the target but the
maintains
viewtoofmoving
the target
butsecond
the guidance
responds
poorly to moving targ
guidance
responds poorly
target. The
type of failure
occurs when
second
type
of causes
failure
occurs
pitch or roll causes
excessive
yaw, pitch
or roll
seeker
failure. when
The thirdexcessive
problem is theyaw,
accuracy
failure.
The third
problem
the accuracy
of requirement
attitude determination and
of attitude
determination
and it is
of primaryis
importance.
Of course, the
for lowprimary
cost AHRSimportance.
plays significant Of
role. course,
This research
uses
simulation
to predict
the requirement
for low cost AHRS
the response
of
a
CATLTR
to
both
types
of
trajectories
midcourse
and
terminal
stage
significant role. This research uses simulation to predict the response of a CA
and estimate the probability of failure in both cases. The second phase of flight is
to both types of trajectories midcourse and terminal stage and estima
climb out. The CATLTR climbs at a constant rate until one of two constraints met,
probability
ofaltitude
failure
in both
cases.
phase
the CATLTR
reaches an
of 100
m, or the
line ofThe
sight second
(LOS) of the
seekerof flight is climb ou
CATLTR
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rate platform
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of four
twostages:
constraints met, the CA
nears its
maximum value.
Theatflight
of autonomous
[5] has
Launch;
Climb; Loitering
(midcourse);
Terminal.
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of 100
m, or the line of sight (LOS) of the seeker ne

maximum value.The flight of autonomous platform [7] has four stages: L
Climb; Loitering (midcourse); Terminal

Fig. 2: Flight stages of platform.
Fig.2: Flight stages
of platform

3. FLIGHT DYNAMICS MODELING AND SIMULATION OF FIXED WING UA

According to mission requirements, previous experience and analy
contemporary achievements the tandem fixed wing configuration was sele
Fig.1. Tandem aerodynamic configuration has fewer oscillations in roll, pit
azimuth and good controllability.
DEFINING VEHICLE GEOMETRY
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F LIGHT DYNAMICS M ODELING AND S IMULATION OF F IXED W ING UAV

According to mission requirements, previous experience and analysis of contemporary achievements the tandem fixed wing configuration was selected (Fig. 1. Tandem
aerodynamic configuration has fewer oscillations in roll, pitch and azimuth and good
controllability.
3.1

D EFINING VEHICLE GEOMETRY

The geometry of this tandem fixed-wing platform is described below. The original
design objective for this geometry was a general aviation UAV that was safe, simple to fly, and easily maintainable with specific mission and performance constraints.
Potential performance requirements for this aircraft include: level cruise speed; acceptable rate of descent and climb; acceptable stall speed; controllable low-level velocity flight. The partial input set for calculating the forces, moments, aerodynamic
coefficients and derivatives is given in Table 1.
Table 1: CATLTR UAV geometry
CATLTR UAV Specifications
Wingspan
Max speed
Max altitude
Flight path angle during terminl stage

3.2

0.6 m
170 km/h
300 m
-1 to 3◦

Fuselage length
Cruise speed
Max takeoff weight

0.725 m
40 km/h
5 kg

D ETERMINING VEHICLE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

The aircraft’s geometrical configuration determines its aerodynamic characteristics,
and therefore its performance and handling qualities.
“Tornado” Vortex Lattice Method [6] was used to define the fixed wing UAV set
of aerodynamics parameters. Analytical prediction is a quicker and less expensive
way to estimate aerodynamic characteristics in the early stages of design. The airframe model incorporates several key assumptions and limitations: The airframe is
rigid body and has constant mass, center of gravity, and inertia; CATLETR is laterally symmetric vehicle; Control effectiveness varies nonlinearly with angle of attack
and linearly with angle of deflection and air velocity. Control effectiveness is not
dependent on sideslip angle. One major assumption made to implement Tornado’s
vortex lattice theory is the presence of small angles of attack. So, Tornado cannot be
trusted to provide useful results with large angles of attacks or large rotational speeds.
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A ERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS FOR CONSTRUCTING FORCES AND MOMENTS

Tandem aircraft is a typical fixed-wing UAV with geometry and control surfaces
[1, 3, 7, 8]. The typical airframe model consists of a number of subsystems, such
as: equations of motion; environmental models; calculation of aerodynamic coefficients, forces, and moments; environmental models; alpha, beta, mach ; aerodynamic
coefficients ; forces and moments. All look-up tables calculated by Tornado [6] are
implemented in the flight model – CX, CY, CZ, Cl, Cm, Cn, CX d, CY d, CZ d,
Cl d, Cm d, Cn d, CX P, CY P, CZ P, Cl P, Cm P, Cn P, CX Q, CY Q, CZ Q, Cl Q,
Cm Q, Cn Q, CX R, CY R, CZ R, Cl R, Cm R, Cn R, Clift , Cdrag . Body-fixed reference frame is used, to specify forces, moments and angles.

Fig. 3: of
SIMULINK
model of flight dynamics.
Fig.3: SIMULINK model
flight dynamics
result
of calculation
of aerodynamic
coefficients
split
in three
standard cateThe The
result
of calculation
of aerodynamic
coefficients
split
in three
standard
categories:
Datum
coefficients;
Damping
coefficients;
Control
Surface
Deflection
gories: Datum
coefficients;
Damping
coefficients;
Control
surface
deflection
coeffiCoefficients
cients.
.
4. ATTITUDE HEADING REFERENCE SYSTEM
4 ATTITUDE H EADING R EFERENCE S YSTEM
The precise inertial navigation system (INS) supported by GPS is able to assist
The precise inertial navigation system (INS) supported by GPS is able to assist VTS
VTS with tracking the target in GE mode, where the altitude of the platform is
with trackingsmall
the target
mode,the
where
theof
altitude
of the
is significantly
significantly
and in
asGE
a result
range
tracking
is platform
short. The
requirements
small
and
as
a
result
the
range
of
tracking
is
short.
The
requirements
on
strapped
on the strapped AHRS, INS and FLCS are high. AHRS embrace twothe
subsystems:
AHRS, INS
andwith
FLCS
are high. AHRS
embrace
twomagnetometers,
subsystems: Regular
AHRS
Regular
AHRS
accelerometers,
velocity
gyros,
barometer
and
with accelerometers,
gyros, magnetometers,
barometer redundant
and Pitot tube
sensorof
Pitot
tube sensor velocity
and Gyro-Free
AHRS (GFAHRS)
array
and Gyro-Free AHRS
accelerometers
[9,14]. (GFAHRS) redundant array of accelerometers [9, 10].
The proposed approach will significantly improve the quality of determination of
the attitude and position of the platform and will make the tasks of the FLCS and
gyro-stabilization of the 3D-gymbal easier (not required in this research). The
novel approach, based on gradient descent algorithm and explicit complementary
filter [15], computes in a more precise and stable way the attitude, quadratic
representation of angular velocity and angular and linear accelerations. The
extended Kalman filter and GFAHRS [14] with nine accelerometers are used as
redundant. However, accelerations generated by the vehicle in the dynamic mode
strongly affect the accelerometer measurements. The relationship is expressed using
the rigid body motion equation [9,11] as:
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The proposed approach will significantly improve the quality of determination
of the attitude and position of the platform and will make the tasks of the FLCS
and gyro-stabilization of the 3D-gymbal easier (not required in this research). The
novel approach, based on gradient descent algorithm and explicit complementary
filter [11], computes in a more precise and stable way the attitude, quadratic representation of angular velocity and angular and linear accelerations. The extended
Kalman filter and GFAHRS [10] with nine accelerometers are used as redundant.
However, accelerations generated by the vehicle in the dynamic mode strongly affect
the accelerometer measurements. The relationship is expressed using the rigid body
motion equation [8, 9] as:
    

ax
gx
v̇x + ωy vz − ωz vy
ay  = gy  − v̇y + ωz vx − ωx vz  ,
(1)
az
gz
v̇z + ωx vy − ωy vx
  

gx
v̇x + ax
gy  ∼
(2)
= ay + ω z vx  .
gz
az − ωy vx
Equations (1) and (2) describes the simplified way for separation gravity force
vector components gx , gy and gz from measurements ax , ay and az , where v̇x , v̇y and
v̇z are accelerations developed by platform.
This research introduces useful variation to orientation filter [11, 12] that is applicable to both IMUs and MARG sensor arrays addressing issues of computational
load and parameter tuning associated with Kalman-based approaches. A complete
derivation and empirical evaluation of the new filter is presented. Rotational matrix
A R of compounded orientation S q̂ in current complementary filters is defined as:
B
E
 2

2q1 − 1 + 2q22 2(q2 q3 + q1 q4 ) 2(q2 q4 − q1 q3 )

A
2
2 2(q q + q q ) .
3 4
1 2 
B R = 2(q2 q3 − q1 q4 ) 2q1 − 1 + 2q3
2(q2 q4 + q1 q3 ) 2(q3 q4 − q1 q2 )

2q12 − 1 + 2q42

Many optimization algorithms exist but the gradient descent algorithm is one of the
simplest to both implement and compute. Equation (3) describes the gradient descent
algorithm in an orientation estimation of SE q̂n+1 based on an ‘initial guess’ orientation
S q̂ and a step-size µ. Equation (4) computes the gradient of the solution surface
E 0
defined by the objective function and its Jacobian; simplified to the 3 row vectors
defined by equations (5) of objective function respectively.
(3)

S
E q̂k+1

= SE q̂k − µ

ˆ sŝ)
∇f (SE q̂k , E d,
ˆ sŝ)
∇f (S q̂k , E d,
E

k = 0, 1, 2 . . . , n ,
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∇f



S
ˆ
E q̂k , E d, sŝ

(5)




 

ˆ sŝ ,
= J t SE q̂k , E dˆ f SE q̂k , E d,


S
ˆ
f E q̂k , E d, sŝ =




2dx 21 − q32 − q42 + 2dy (q 1 q4 + q2 q3 ) + 2dz (q 2 q4 − q1 q3 ) − ax



= 2dx (q 2 q3 − q1 q4 ) + 2dy 21 − q22 − q42 + 2dz (q 1 q2 + q3 q4 ) − ay  .

2dx (q 1 q3 + q2 q4 ) + 2dy (q 3 q4 − q1 q2 ) + 2dz 12 − q22 − q32 − az
Equations (3) to (4) describe the general form of the algorithm applicable to a
field predefined in any direction. However, an appropriate convention would be to
assume that the direction of gravity defines the y and z-axes only. The assumption
originated from simulations, some test flights (acceleration records) and trajectory of
the flight. Then simplified Jacobian is in equation (6)


2(q 1 q4 + q2 q3 ) + 2(q 2 q4 − q1 q3 ) − ax




ˆ sŝ = 
f SE q̂k , E d,
2 21 − q22 − q42 + 2(q 1 q2 + q3 q4 ) − ay 

2(q 3 q4 − q1 q2 ) + 2 21 − q22 − q32 − az
(6)


2q
−
2q
2q
+
2q
2q
−
2q
2q
−
2q
4
3
3
4
2
1
1
2




2q1 − 4q2
2q4
2q3 − 4q4  .
J SE q̂k , E dˆ =  2q2
−2q2

−4q2 − 2q1 4q3 + 2q4

2q3

A priory the readings from velocity gyros and accelerometers have been filtered.
Accelerometer readings have been subtracted by estimated linear v̇y and v̇z , which
are calculated by equations of aerodynamic force and moment coefficients used in
flight dynamics simulation model [6, 13].
CXa = CX0 +CXα α+CXα2 α2 +CXα3 α3 +CXq

qc̄
+CXδr δr +CXδf δf +CXαδf αδf ,
V

rb
pb
+CYr
+CYδα δα +CYδr δr +CYδr α δr α,
2V
2V
qc̄
CZa = CZ0 +CZα α+CZα3 α3 +CZq +CZδe δe +CZδ β2 δe β 2 +CZδf δf +CZαδf αδf ,
e
V
rb
pb
Cla = Cl0 +Clβ β +Clp
+Clr
+Clδα δα +Clδr δr +Clδα α δα α,
2V
2V
rb
qc̄
+Cmδf δf ,
Cma = Cm0 +Cmα α+Cmα2 α2 +Cmq +Cmδe δe +Cmβ2 β 2 +Cmr
V
2V
pb
rb
qc̄
Cna = Cn0 +Cnβ β +Cnp
+Cnr
+Cnδα δα +Cnδr δr +Cnq +Cnβ3 β 3 .
2V
2V
V
In addition, noisy sensor measurements should be pre-filtered before introducing
them into the system, especially if the noise is electronic or high frequency vibraCY∗a = CY0 +CYβ β +CYp
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tional disturbances above the bandwidth of the vehicle performance. Furthermore,
sensor misalignment, temperature drift, and center of gravity (CG) offsets should be
included based on5.calibration
data
[5, 9, 11]. Furthermore,
VISUAL
TRACKING
SYSTEM with high- speed maneuvers, the Kalman filter is usually utilized to fuse the multiple sensor data.

VTS will be able to detect and recognize the targets. Object detection and trac
are two of the most important topics in computer vision. Object detection is
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detection and
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process
of and
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vision.
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is
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of automatically detecting objects of importance with respect to some criterion in an
of an object not included in the target repository of known targets. The VST
image. The real-time and robust procedure is used for visual tracking of an object not
give an additional extra feature to create a pattern recognition library of vi
included in the target repository of known targets. The VST will give an additional
an object
during
the of
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extra featureimages
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a pattern
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visualand
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for an
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manual
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automatic.
As
it
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above,
theAs manual Lock will al
during the flight and on the ground. The lock will be either manual or automatic.
reliable
tracking
of Lock
any object.
it was mentioned
above,
the manual
will allow reliable tracking of any object.
A flying
platform
VTS
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be following
able to operate
in the following
A flying platform
equipped
withequipped
VTS will bewith
able to
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in the
way
with
theFollow
locked
Follow the
targetVisual
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with the locked
target:
the target:
target at appropriate
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homing based distance; Visual hom
on model-based
control
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navigationand
andproportional
guidance algorithm
to cow; and guidance algori
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based control
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a
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V ISUAL T RACKING S YSTEM

Fig.4a: 2-D geometry
of LoS of LoS.
Fig. 4: 2-D geometry
Angular velocity of LoS is given in the next equation.
𝑉 is given in the next equation.
Angular velocity of LoS
𝜔jk7 =
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃
+ 𝜆 = 𝐹𝑃𝐴)
|𝑟⃗jk7 | V jk7
ωLOS
= issues
sin (θLOS + λ = FPA) .
There are
many
|~rLOS | when object detection and tracking are performed on im
captured from a UAV. The UAV moves with relatively high velocity. Sinc
There are many
issues when
objectofdetection
and captured
tracking are each
performed
on images
limited
amount
images
second,
the velocity and alti
captured from
a
UAV.
The
UAV
moves
with
relatively
high
velocity.
Since
a
limited
determines how much consecutive images change. Larger altitude leads to
change. Unfortunately, larger altitudes also causes each object in the image to
smaller and harder to detect. For tracking purposes, it is beneficial to have
object of interest inside the Field of View (FoV) of the camera during the trac
period. A UAV moving with large velocity will capture images where the objec
interest is visible for a limited amount of image frames only. Only moving obj
are of interest. Slowly moving objects and motion of target caused by the motio
the platform might be hard to detect, since the static parts of the image will cha
almost equally much as the object.
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amount of images captured each second, the velocity and altitude determines how
much consecutive images change. Larger altitude leads to less change. Unfortunately, larger altitudes also cause each object in the image to be smaller and harder
to detect. For tracking purposes, it is beneficial to have the object of interest inside
the Field of View (FoV) of the camera during the tracking period. A UAV moving
with large velocity will capture images where the object of interest is visible for a
limited amount of image frames only. Only moving objects are of interest. Slowly
moving objects and motion of target caused by the motion of the platform might be
hard to detect, since the static parts of the image will change almost equally much as
the object.
Adaptive background model, which continuously updates the background model,
works well for the fixed-wing UAV velocity. Tracking the target is performed only
in particular rectangular area of interest (AoI) – left upper and right bottom red corAdaptive
model,
updates
the background
model,
ners in Fig.
5. Thebackground
adaptive LoS
is usedwhich
as wellcontinuously
as, which means
position
of LoS
works
well
for
the
fixed-wing
UAV
velocity.
Tracking
the
target
is
performed
only
and size of AoI are moving across the frame buffer. Mean shift segmentation is a
in
particular
rectangular
area
of
interest
(AoI)
left
upper
and
right
bottom
red
famous segmentation algorithm. The region matching method used here is a temcornersapproach
in Fig.4.2b.
adaptive LoS
is used as wellThe
as,displacements
which means position of
plate matching
basedThe
on normalized
cross-correlation.
LoS
and
size
of
AoI
are
moving
across
the
frame
buffer.
Mean
shiftnine
segmentation is
of nine templates [14], created symmetrically across the images, are used to find
a
famous
segmentation
algorithm.
The
region
matching
method
used here is a
OF vectors. Template matches below a given threshold are discarded and the cortemplate
matching
approach
based
on
normalized
cross-correlation.
The
responding OF vector removed. Unreliable matches generated by VTS can occur in
displacements
of nine in
templates
createdwhen
symmetrically
across
the images, are
case of uniform
terrain, changes
brightness[5],
or simply
the area covered
by the
used to find nine OF vectors. Template matches below a given threshold are
template has disappeared from the image in the time between the captured frames.
discarded and the corresponding OF vector removed. Unreliable matches generated
A natural approach to detect grey level blobs [14] is to associate a bright (dark)
by VTS can occur in case of uniform terrain, changes in brightness or simply when
blob with each local maximum else, it has one or more higher neighbors, which are all

the area covered by the template has disappeared from the image in the time
between the captured frames.

Fig.4.2b:Fig.
Screenshot
from from
real-time
tracking
device
5: Screenshot
real-time
tracking
device.
A natural approach to detect grey level blobs [5] is to associate a bright (dark) blob
with each local maximum else, it has one or more higher neighbors, which are all
parts of the same blob. One approach to identifying a pattern within an image uses
cross correlation of the image with a suitable mask. Haar-like feature descriptors
were successfully used to implement the real-time cow detector. The VTS is based
on two algorithms, a descriptor of the image type Haar-like, a cross-correlation
algorithm, adaptive background and adaptive LoS. That combination provides
robustness in tracking the cow against all negative influences: oscillations in roll,
pitch and yaw; multiple moving objects; significant changes in background;
variation of the target distance in tracking process. The resolution of daylight camera is at
least 640x480, but only the grayscale pixels of AoI are transferred to embedded processor
memory. The same approach is used with infrared imagery. The embedded processors
power allows having a 15-20 frames per second.
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parts of the same blob. One approach to identifying a pattern within an image uses
cross correlation of the image with a suitable mask. Haar-like feature descriptors
were successfully used to implement the real-time cow detector. The VTS is based
on two algorithms, a descriptor of the image type Haar-like, a cross-correlation algorithm, adaptive background and adaptive LoS. That combination provides robustness
in tracking the cow against all negative influences: oscillations in roll, pitch and yaw;
multiple moving objects; significant changes in background; variation of the target
distance in tracking process. The resolution of daylight camera is at least 640 × 480,
but only the grayscale pixels of AoI are transferred to embedded processor memory.
The same approach is used with infrared imagery. The embedded processors power
allows having a 15-20 frames per second.
6

M ODEL BASED C ONTROL

Successful real-time implementation of trajectory guidance algorithms has employed
approximate methods, that either assume some knowledge of the flight mechanics
and/or make assumptions to reduce the dimensionality of the dynamical system. Instead, intuitive and robust MB control is used. The advantages of proposed algorithm
are: no needs for extended computational power; off-line procedure for tuning the
parameters of control; robust control to the changes of flight parameters and environment; this implementation eliminates the need for guidance to generate the angle-ofattack command; no needs for relatively big angles of attack – average is 3-4◦ ; the
roll or pitch commands are determined based on a relative position of vehicles. The
control law was the key part of the guidance system, which had important effect to
the guidance performance [13]. The model based control law could reduce the miss
distance due to target maneuvering and the guidance system dynamics [13,15]. In order to use optimal guidance law, the guidance information should be estimated above
all. For the vehicle with estimated guidance signal, the acceleration command would
be noisy. That demanded the autopilot should be robust as well as reliabile. Many
different forms of autopilot had been studied in some literatures [5–8, 13, 15].
6.1

2-L OOPS MODEL BASED CONTROL

The reference model has two feedback signals proportional and velocity, shown in
the next figure. The ranges of feedback gains are defined in the following way:
Kpr = (P Rmin , P Rmax );

Kvr = (V Rmin , V Rmax ) .

Position and velocity reference models are defined as:
FposRM =

g
;
ts + a

FvelRM =

gs
.
ts + a

system, which had important effect to the guidance performance [12,]. The model
based control law could reduce the miss distance due to target maneuvering and the
guidance system dynamics [10,12]. In order to use optimal guidance law, the
guidance information should be estimated above all. For the vehicle with estimated
guidance signal, the acceleration command would be noisy. That demanded the
autopilot should be robust as well as reliabile. Many different forms of autopilot
had been studied in some literatures [1,6,7,10,11,12].
2-LOOPS MODEL BASED CONTROL
The reference model has two feedback signals proportional and velocity, shown in
the next figure. The ranges of feedback
gains
are defined in the following way 287
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Kpr = (PRmin, PRmax); Kvr = (VRmin, VRmax)

Fig. control
6: 2-Loops
MB
control with
simplified
object dynamics.
Fig.5: 2-Loops MB
with
simplified
object
dynamics

Position and velocity reference models are defined as
Proposed
z scheme is two loops
zO control law, where the position is calculated first. An-

𝐹vwOxy
= ^OA{
; 𝐹|}~xy
other
interesting
point=is^OA{
reference model of velocity shown in Fig. 6 that velocity
Proposed
scheme
is istwo
loops control
law,reference
where model.
the position
calculated
first.
reference
model
differentiated
position
Instead,isanother
velocity
Another
interesting
point
is
reference
model
of
velocity
shown
in
Fig.5
that
velocity
reference model was successfully used and that model could be the one who meets
reference
model
is differentiated position reference model. Instead, another velocity
specific
requirement.
FvelRM =

(g + G)s
,
(t + T )s + (a + A)

where g, t and a are normal parameters from position reference model transfer function. That difference G, T and A could be included in searching procedure.
6.2

10

3-L OOPS MODEL BASED CONTROL

Vehicle with estimated guidance signal has noisy acceleration command. That needs
the robust and reliability FLCS. Many different forms of autopilot had been studied.
Three-loop MB control in Fig. 7 with pseudo-angle of attack feedback had good
robustness, which could be used to make sure the flight vehicle operates well.
The ranges of feedback gains are defined in the following way:
Kpr = (P Rmin , P Rmax );

Kvr = (V Rmin , V Rmax );

Kar = (ARmin , ARmax )

and for each range is defined a step dpp , dvp and dap . Three nested loops which
move the current values of the gains with appropriate step determines the simple
algorithm doing full scale search through the ranges. During the run-time parameters
of each transition-time process or frequency domain characteristics are stored and
the best solution according to proper criteria is chosen. There are several saturations
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Fig. 7: 3-Loops MB control with simplified object dynamics.
Fig.6: 3-Loops MB control with simplified object dynamics
inDAPTIVE
the position,
velocity
accelerations loops, they are defined in the same way
A
MODEL
BASEDand
CONTROL
andreal
added
to search
Thewith
same
used
either
transfer
For
systems,
we algorithm.
can add loops
airapproach
velocity is
and
AoA.
In this
case,function
the gain
will
be
a
look-up
table
with
the
inputs
of
AoA
and
air
velocity.
The
selection
which describe the roll or pitch dynamics or complete 6DoF flight dynamics model.
criteria
and parameters
of transition
process which
are multifaceted.
For that reason,
The algorithm
was implemented
in Matlab.m,
opens the SIMULINK
model
velocity
and
AoAforsetup
are added
simulation
with
and startcontrol
the threeblock
nested
loops
each block
step change.
Theto
parameters
of solution
time domain
6DoF,
see
Fig.7.
During
the
tuning
procedure
that
block
could
easily
change
and frequency domain responses are stored and evaluated for best solution. Thatthe
is
current AoA.
a numerical solution for complex problem of analytical tuning of gains of modelbased control. It avoids stopping at local extrema. The time required for calculations
depends on complexity of flight dynamics models.
6.3

A DAPTIVE MODEL BASED CONTROL

For real systems, we can add loops with air velocity and AoA. In this case, the gain
will be a look-up table with the inputs of AoA and air velocity. The selection criteria and parameters of transition process are multifaceted. For that reason, velocity
control block and AoA setup block are added to simulation solution with 6DoF, see
Fig. 8. During the tuning procedure that block could easily change the current AoA.
Diagram of adaptive model based control is illustrated in Fig. 9.
MBC has some advantages to standard Proportional-Integral-Derivative control in
Fig 7: Additional AoA Setup block, which allows adding angle of attack to search
terms of performance and MBC method outperforms a gain-scheduled PID controller
algorithm.
in all performance areas such as overshoot, worst-case settling time, and robustness
against system variations, at the expense of a slight increase in sensitivity to sensor
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Fig.6: 3-Loops MB control with simplified object dynamics
ADAPTIVE MODEL BASED CONTROL
For real systems, we can add loops with air velocity and AoA. In this case, the gain
will be a look-up table with the inputs of AoA and air velocity. The selection
criteria and parameters of transition process are multifaceted. For that reason,
velocity control block and AoA setup block are added to simulation solution with
Penev procedure that block could
289easily change the
6DoF, see Fig.7. DuringValentin
the tuning
current AoA.

Fig. 8: Additional AoA Setup block, which allows adding angle of attack to search
Fig 7: Additional AoA Setup block, which allows adding angle of attack
algorithm.

algorithm.

noise. The MBC provides similar behaviors as those found with the more complex
algorithms lake LQG, but has the benefits of a simplified and more intuitive scheme,
even when the saturation parameters are added to dynamic parameters of position,
velocity and acceleration references systems. The AHRS and FLCS were built on
ESP32 and some performance tests are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Performance of AHRS/FLCS processor
Four complementary AHRS algorithms
(acc,
12 rate gyro, magnetometers, altimeter)
Flight dynamics model (mid level of accuracy, 32 look-up tables)
appropriate for inverse dynamics control and predictor
Model based control with reference model (position, velocity
and acceleration), and removing the Gravity (steep turns)

Total time 62 micro sec.
One of the algorithms is
stable above 12 G
2 ms
2.3 ms

Of course, that extends the time for finding complete solution, but avoids the
case where you find a local extremum. The process of tuning of a MBC reduces
to adjusting a simple reference ‘bandwidth’ in order to achieve the desired performance for the specific vehicle. The design of the controller has two key elements:
finding performance-relevant reference system dynamics; tuning the parameters of
controller.

to search
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Fig.8: Adaptive model based
control
Fig. 9:
Adaptive model-based control.
MBC has some advantages to standard Proportional-Integral-Derivative control in
a control-relevant model is derived, tuning of the MBC is quite straightforterms ofOnce
performance
and MBC method outperforms a gain-scheduled PID
ward. Input to the model based control could be either the azimuth and elevation
controller in all performance areas such as overshoot, worst-case settling time, and
distances or their derivatives, which are somewhat angular velocities of LOS.
robustness against system variations, at the expense of a slight increase in
sensitivity
to sensorF LIGHT
noise. VThe
MBC provides similar behaviors as those found with
7 C REATING
EHICLE S IMULATION
the more complex algorithms lake LQG, but has the benefits of a simplified and
The core element of the Simulink model is a nonlinear version of the rigid body
more intuitive scheme, even when the saturation parameters are added to dynamic
dynamics of the UAV platform [4]. The aerodynamic forces and moments acting
parameters of position, velocity and acceleration references systems. The AHRS
on CATLTR UAV are generated from coefficients that are non-linear functions of
and FLCS were built on ESP32 and some performance tests are listed in Table 2.
roll, pitch and air velocity. The main elements of joint simulations Fig. 11 are listed
Tablebelow:
2: Performance
of AHRS/FLCS processor
flight dynamics + MBC showed in Fig. 10; visual tacking system; target
Four complementary AHRS algorithms (acc, rate gyro,
motion model; seekers model.
magnetometers, altimeter)

Total time 62 micro
sec. One of the
An extended functionality attitude dynamics, sensors and control simulator (dealgorithms is stable
picted in Fig. 11) was developed to facilitate research into improving
techniques
above
12 G for
the
attitude
control
of
tandem
fixed
wing
aircraft.
The
proposed
AHRS
Flight dynamics model (mid level of accuracy, 32 look-up tables) 2 ms is a part of
the block
‘3-loopsdynamics
MBC-FLCS’.
Theand
simulation
appropriate
for inverse
control
predictorof visual tracking system has two
separate
subsystems.
The
first
one
gets
LoS azimuth
andand
elevation
errors directly
Model based control with reference model (position,
velocity
2.3 ms
from mechanical
motionthemodel
of the
target
and it is noiseless. The second one is
acceleration),
and removing
Gravity
( steep
turns)

to use athat
real extends
video of moving
target
artificially
generated
video from
of case
Of course,
the time
for or
finding
complete
solution,
butequations
avoids the
motion
of
the
target.
where you find a local extremum. The process of tuning of a MBC reduces to
adjusting a simple reference ‘bandwidth’ in order to achieve the desired
performance for the specific vehicle. The design of the controller has two key

pitch and air velocity. The main elements of joint simulations Fig.10 are listed
below: Flight dynamics + MBC showed in Fig.9; Visual tacking system; Target
Motion model; Seekers model.
An extended functionality attitude dynamics, sensors and control simulator
(depicted in Fig.10) was developed to facilitate research into improving techniques
for the attitude control of tandem fixed wing aircraft. The proposed AHRS is a part
of the block ‘3-loops MBC-FLCS’. The simulation of visual tracking system has
two separate subsystems. The first one gets LoS azimuth and elevation errors
directly from mechanical motion model of the target and it is noiseless. The second
one is to use a real video of moving target or artificially generated video from
291
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Fig. 10:
dynamics
and model based control.
Fig.9: Flight Dynamics
andFlight
Model
based Control
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Fig. 11:
Joint– simulation
model – SIMULINK.
Fig.10: Joint simulation
model
SIMULINK.

If the altitude reaches 30 m without the LOS reaching its threshold, the vehicle
transitions
to altitude
hold.30As
the vehicle
approaches
in altitude,
hold
If the altitude
reaches
m without
the LOS
reachingthe
its target
threshold,
the vehicle
mode
the seeker
angle hold.
becomes
increasingly
negative. Terminal
the
transitions
to altitude
As the
vehicle approaches
the target guidance
in altitude,puts
hold
CATLTR
a trajectory
for target
interception
by maintaining
a constant
mode the on
seeker
angle becomes
increasingly
negative.
Terminal guidance
putsseeker
the
angle.
Guidance
during allforstages
three error
signals: roll aerror,
pitchseeker
error,anand
CATLTR
on a trajectory
targetuses
interception
by maintaining
constant
yaw
error
as
well
as
their
derivatives.
gle. Guidance during all stages uses three error signals: roll error, pitch error, and
The
process of flight path angle is because of velocity
yawnonlinearity
error as well in
as transition
their derivatives.
reference model is not first derivative of position reference model. In spite,
nonlinear 6 DoF the transition process of roll pitch and yaw are very close to the
first-order reference model. The oscillation in pitch with amplitude exceeding 3°
causes loss of target by VTS.
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Fig. 12: Some of flight parameters during the simulation (mass is 8 kg).
Fig.12: Some of flight parameters during the simulation (mass is 8kg).
The nonlinearity in transition process of flight path angle is because of velocity
8. CONCLUSION
reference model is not first derivative of position reference model. In spite, nonlinear
6The
DoF
the transition
process
of roll pitch
yaw are very
the first-order
proposed
three-loop
autopilot
with and
pseudo-angle
of close
attacktofeedback
has strong
◦
reference
model.
with
3 causes
losstime,
of the
robustness.
FromThe
the oscillation
simulation,initpitch
could
be amplitude
shown thatexceeding
after a short
transient
estimated
guidance signal could converge to their real values. The command
target
by VTS.
acceleration obtained from optimal guidance law was noisy at the transient time, after
the
transient
time it was much smooth and finally concentrated to nearly zero at the
8 C
ONCLUSION
end. Three-loop autopilot worked well, which filtered the noise and tracked the
The proposed three-loop autopilot with pseudo-angle of attack feedback has strong
command angles, angular velocities and accelerations well. The proposed guidance and
robustness.
Fromcould
the simulation,
it couldofbethe
shown
after with
a short
transient time,
control method
reach the request
flightthat
vehicle
strap-down
seeker.
the estimated guidance signal could converge to their real values. The command
acceleration
obtained from optimal guidance law was noisy at the transient time,
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